Norway’s leading consultancy
company within digitalization
Azure Expert MSP, Partner of the Year 2021 and CAF validated
Sopra Steria’s CAF validated implementation and operational framework, RightCloud,
ensures rapid establishment of public cloud platforms and migration or modernization of
your applications. Highly secure and automated operations, with infrastructure as code.

WHAT WE OFFER
Sopra Steria offers stable and secure digital platforms
combined with effective and agile development and
change processes. Our approach to secure and highly
effective digital platforms is delivered through our
concepts:
• RightCloud
• RightSecurity
• RightService
• RightExperience
• RightApplications
• RightConnectivity
RightCloud is Sopra Steria’s complete solution for cloud
and infrastructure services for private cloud and public
cloud (Microsoft Azure) services. With this, RightCloud
constitutes a modern operating platform where different
parts of the Customer's application portfolio are delivered
from the most appropriate underlying cloud platform.

See what customers are saying:
“We have long focused on the use of new technology to manage student
support schemes in the best possible way. By being on a cloud
platform, we will have even more opportunities for innovation,
streamlining and further development of services. This, in turn, will be
in the best interest of both customers and employees”

– Heidi Brunbord, IT Director, Lånekassen

The Supplier provides management of cloud services based
on basic (Foundation) and additional (Operations, Finance
& Governance, Platform, Workload and Consulting)
services. Foundation handles the establishment and a basic
set of capabilities that the customer will need when
establishing themselves on one or more cloud platforms.
To Sopra Steria, this is an automated, code-managed
delivery

Why Microsoft Azure?
Be future-ready
Continuous innovation from Microsoft supports your development today, and your product visions for tomorrow. With 1,000+ new
capabilities in the past year, you can build on the latest advancements in AI, blockchain, Kubernetes, containers, and databases to keep you
ahead of the curve.
Our enterprise grade analytics solution outperforms the competition, costs less, and is fully compatible with your existing development, BI,
and data-science tools.

Operate hybrid seamlessly
On-premises, in the cloud, and at the edge—we’ll meet you where you are. Integrate and manage your environments with tools and services
designed for hybrid cloud.
Enhance security, simplify access, and set smart policies across your different environments with a single-identity platform trusted by 90% of
enterprises globally.

Build on your terms
You have choices. With a commitment to open source and support for all languages and frameworks, build and deploy how you want to.
Take advantage of the full-featured, integrated development environments with built-in support Visual Studio and Visual Studio Code, the
most popular IDEs trusted by 15M+ developers.
We embrace open source, drive innovation through collaboration, and contribute back to the community.

Trust your cloud
Get security from the ground up, backed by a team of experts, and proactive compliance trusted by enterprises, governments, and startups.
With a $1B+ investment in security R&D and 3,500 cybersecurity experts, security is foundational for Azure.

Microsoft Azure is an ever-expanding set of cloud computing services to help your organization meet its business challenges. With Azure, your
business or organization has the freedom to build, manage, and deploy applications on a massive, global network using your preferred tools and
frameworks.
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